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Chapter 2941: lying down and playing dead 

 “The ‘merit record’! I want to exchange for healing medicine!” 

Chen Xiaobei immediately activated the merit points ledger! 

Just like online shopping, Chen Xiaobei’s mind was filled with a large amount of healing medicine! 

From the lowest-grade hundred herb liquid to the Saint-grade Supreme reverse pill, everything was 

available. Chen Xiaobei was dazed! 

“I need medicine that can quickly heal a peak two-star earth-God’s body! The main point was that it had 

to be able to heal the damaged sea of Qi dantian! The speed had to be fast! Hurry up!” 

Chen Xiaobei went through the filtering criteria in his mind. 

In the next moment, the dazzling number of medicinal herbs was greatly reduced, leaving only one. 

[ small reversal pill: a seven-star earth-god level healing pill. It can effectively heal any injuries below the 

seven-star earth-god level. The weaker the injured person’s body is, the faster the recovery speed will 

be! ] 

“Change! I’ll exchange for one first!” 

Chen Xiaobei did not even look at the price and chose to exchange for it. 

[ you have successfully exchanged for a merit reward! ] Twenty million merit points were deducted! 

[ your current merit points are 95.5 billion (charm: 9.55 billion, luck: 9.55 billion! 

[ small reversal pill, one. Has been stored in your treasure chest. Do you want to withdraw it? ] 

“Aofeng! Come! You’ll be fine after eating this pill!” 

Chen Xiaobei quickly took out the minor reversal pill, wrapped it in ethereal force, and fed it to Wu 

aofeng. 

“Whoosh …” 

The spiritual pill melted in his mouth, and the medicinal effect quickly spread! 

“Phew … Phew …” 

Initially, Wu aofeng had been holding on to his last breath, afraid that he would die if he swallowed it! 

But now, with the effects of the medicine taking effect, Wu aofeng’s injuries had recovered greatly. He 

could finally take in a deep breath of air! 

“Master … Is alive! I’m still alive … It’s so good to be alive …” 

Not long after, Wu aofeng was able to speak. He was excited, and his mood and aura changed greatly. 
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“Many thanks to master for pulling me back from the gates of hell!” 

“Only those who have died once will truly understand the value of life!” Wu aofeng said with mixed 

emotions. From now on, even if I have to live a humble life, I won’t ask to die again! Even if I have to 

kneel and wait! I will also wait for the day when master ascends to the highest peak!” 

what the hell are you talking about? ” Chen Xiaobei frowned. You’re my disciple, how can you live so 

pitifully? Other than me, who would dare to make you kneel?” 

master’s medical skills are godly. It’s impossible that he doesn’t know my condition … 

“I can recover from my injuries, but my cultivation has been destroyed … In this world where the strong 

are respected, I’m like an ant without any combat power!” If I don’t live a lowly life, how can I live?” 

“Don’t worry!” Chen Xiaobei said seriously, ” “I said I would help you recover! It definitely wasn’t just 

the recovery of his injuries! I’ll also have to recover my cultivation!” 

“That … That’s not possible …” 

“Master is a Traditional Chinese Medicine doctor, saving lives is no problem!” Wu aofeng said in 

disbelief. But how can you help me improve my cultivation? If that’s the case, why didn’t you help 

everyone in bei Xuan raise their cultivation?” 

“If I say yes, then yes!” Chen Xiaobei made a decision in his heart.”I want to exchange for something 

that can increase one’s cultivation!” 

In an instant, a large amount of information about the items appeared in Chen Xiaobei’s mind. 

From the low-end heavenly essence sublimation pill to the Saint-level eternal life golden pill, there were 

also many kinds of pills! 

However, these things were either extremely expensive, and Chen Xiaobei could not afford them! 

The other possibility was that the side effects were too great. Although it could rapidly increase one’s 

cultivation, it would eventually cause great damage to one of the human body’s functions, leaving 

behind irreversible aftereffects! 

It was no wonder that those who wanted to reach the end of the immortal path and become a saint 

could never use external forces such as medicine to break through a major realm! 

This was because as long as he used medicine, there would be some residual effects in his body! 

Although it might not be obvious on the surface, it did not have much of an impact! 

However, when one’s cultivation reached a certain level, this small side effect would hinder the further 

improvement of one’s cultivation, completely cutting off the path of immortal cultivation! In serious 

cases, it could even cause one to go berserk and even lose their life! 

“What should I choose?” 

Chen Xiaobei was caught in a dilemma. He could not afford the expensive ones, but the cheap ones had 

huge side effects! 



After all, Wu aofeng was Chen Xiaobei’s direct disciple, and his main cultivation was combat power. If 

the side effects were too severe, Wu aofeng’s path of cultivation would end early. In the heaven realm, 

if one’s combat strength could not be improved, they would also have to live a humble life! 

Chen Xiaobei could not accept this. He was caught in a dilemma. 

Ding! You have received a text message. 

Suddenly, Chen Xiaobei’s phone rang, interrupting his thoughts. 

Qiu Ling ‘er, sect master! The Woodleaf division had caused too much of a commotion, and Kalise could 

no longer hold back and was now heading towards them! 

Chen Xiaobei’s expression changed. ao Feng, wait for a moment. There’s something else you need to do! 

“Alright!” Wu aofeng did not say anything and followed Chen Xiaobei’s orders. 

“Hurry up and clear the area!” Chen Xiaobei shouted. 

The demonic beast Army immediately became even more fanatical! After the burning Sky Battle Eagle 

had killed all the core disciples and elders, it started to kill the ordinary disciples! 

The blood-red beast’s head chased after burning Sky Warhawk and quickly devoured its blood essence 

and souls! 

The 10,000 mayfly demonic crows released their ethereal force to collect the Golden cores, storage 

bracelets, weapons, and magical treasures that were left on the ground and brought them back to Chen 

Xiaobei! 

A moment later, all the people from the MU ye branch were killed! 

Chen Xiaobei put the demonic beast Army back into the ring. 

At the same time, the chaos Blood Sword had absorbed the blood essence and souls of 100000 people, 

as well as the nascent souls of brave surge and liuchuan yinming! As long as it could absorb the origin of 

two more eight-star earth-god instruments, the chaos Blood Sword would reach the late-stage eight-star 

earth-god Realm! 

On top of that, Chen Xiaobei had also obtained 100000 storage bracelets, 100000 weapons and magical 

treasures, and more than 500 golden cores! Liuchuan Yiming’s broken Ninja Blade was also among 

them! 

Most of these things had to be refined into heaven and earth spiritual aura, and Chen Xiaobei could use 

them to upgrade his trump cards! 

The point was that there would be a large number of spiritual stones in these storage bracelets. There 

might be special treasures in the storage bracelets of brave surge and liuchuan Yiming. Of course, there 

would also be the key to the treasure vault of the Muye division! 

However, Kalise was already on her way! 



Chen Xiaobei wanted to take care of this woman first, then he would open the treasure vault and check 

out what he had gotten! 

“Master! What should we do next?” 

Huo yuanba and Xuanyuan taohai ran over. 

can … Can you please untie me first … Jing Fei said pitifully. 

“No!” 

Chen Xiaobei shook his head and sneered, ” “Just tie him up like this! Yuan BA! Tuo hai! All of you lie 

down and play dead!” 

playing dead??? ” 

Everyone was dumbfounded by Chen Xiaobei’s actions. 
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 “Right! He’s just playing dead!” 

yes! Chen Xiaobei nodded and said, ” that woman called Kalise is on her way! We can only play dead to 

fish out the big fish behind her!” 

this … hearing this, everyone suddenly realized, ” “Master is going to show off his acting skills again!” 

let’s go! Chen Xiaobei laughed. let’s find a place and play dead! No matter who the enemy is, I have a 

way to deal with them!” 

Yes, sir … everyone received the order and dispersed. 

At this moment, the scene was covered with corpses. Their bodies were already stained with the blood 

of their enemies. If they were to lie on the ground, they would be no different from corpses! 

Chen Xiaobei also dropped to the ground. 

At the same time, Chen Xiaobei sent a message to Qiu Ling ‘er, telling her to run away and not come 

over, in case Kalise had any suspicions! 

…… 

A few minutes later, Kalise arrived at the scene at top speed! 

In front of everyone, she had always been soft and weak. But now, she could actually burst out with the 

speed of a seven-star earth-god! 

It was clear that she had used her powerful primordial spirit domain to interfere with the others from 

the beginning! She wanted others to think that she was a harmless and weak woman! 

At this moment, everyone realized that she was actually a tigress who had hidden herself very well! 

Kalise ran at top speed and soon reached Chen Xiaobei’s ‘corpse’! 
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no way … Chen Zhufeng is dead? ” 

Kalise’s brows furrowed, unable to believe her eyes. 

Of course, Kalise was not stupid. She bent down and checked Chen Xiaobei’s breathing. Still worried, she 

touched Chen Xiaobei’s artery and only let go after a long time. 

there’s no aura or pulse. It seems like he’s really dead! 

In the end, Kalise made the wrong judgment. Of course, she was not to blame for this. It was Chen 

Xiaobei’s acting skills that were too good! 

Taking out her phone, Kalise immediately called the Elf King. 

Soon, the alert voice of the Elf King came from the other end of the phone, ” “Didn’t I say that we can 

only contact each other through text messages before the mission is completed?” 

the mission has been completed! 

Chen Zhufeng and brave surge died together, ” said calixi in a deep voice. the entire Woodleaf division 

has been wiped out. It no longer exists! 

“What? Chen Zhufeng is dead?” 

The Elf King was instantly shocked and said in disdain,”This Chen Zhufeng is such a loser! I’m still 

counting on him to die with Tenshou! He didn’t expect that a mere surge of courage could kill him! I’m 

so disappointed!” 

this can’t be helped … said Kalise, ” Xu chengshou stole everything from Chen Zhufeng. It’s already 

amazing that Chen Zhufeng was able to take down brave surge and the entire Woodleaf division! 

“It’s fine …” 

 ” although Chen Zhufeng didn’t go all out against Tenshou this time, at least he killed one of Tenshou’s 

trusted men and destroyed one of their branches. At least we didn’t come back empty-handed! the Elf 

King sighed. 

Kalise nodded, then asked,”My King! What’s our next step?” 

go and find liuchuan’s body, ” the Elf King said. get the key to the Woodleaf division’s Treasury and clear 

out all the resources. Leave nothing for Tenshou! 

“Yes, sir!” “Do you have any other orders, my King?” asked Carice. 

The Elf King said,”didn’t you say that Qiu Ling ‘er was with you?” Get her back! I want her to work for 

me!” 

“Qiu Ling ‘er?” 

Kalise’s expression changed slightly, and she said, ” “Not good! Qiu Ling ‘er was with me just now, but 

now she’s gone! Could she have noticed something?” 



“What are you doing? You’re actually not keeping a close eye on such an important person!” The Elf King 

said angrily. 

“Please calm your anger, Your Majesty! I just found that there was a fight in the MU ye branch, so I 

rushed over to check it out, and that’s why I forgot about Qiu Ling ‘er!” 

“Don’t worry, Your Majesty!” Kalicia promised. Now that Chen Zhufeng is dead, Qiu Ling ‘er has 

nowhere to go. I’ll get her back!” 

“It better be like this! Otherwise, I’ll definitely punish you severely!” The Elf King said unhappily. 

“Yes!” okay, ” said Kalise, then hung up. 

At the same time, her originally beautiful face suddenly turned ferocious and revealed a raging anger, 

like a man-eating beast! 

It was obvious that the Elf King’s reprimand had made Kalise very unhappy! 

If he was unhappy, he would find someone to vent his anger on! 

Suddenly, a ball of black ethereal force gathered in Kalise’s hand and gradually transformed into a 

ferocious demonic claw! 

Who dared to think about it! Under her appearance as a Light Elf, she actually hid the essence of a Night 

Elf! 

Perhaps, even her beautiful face was a disguise! 

“Chen Zhufeng! Why are you so worrisome? You didn’t give strength when you were alive, disappointing 

the king! You didn’t stop even after you died, and now that Qiu Ling ‘er has run away, the king’s anger 

will be directed at me!” 

Calixi looked down at Chen Xiaobei’s ‘corpse’, waved her claws and said, ” “The king is taking it out on 

me! I can only vent my anger on you! I’m going to cut you into a thousand pieces and make you die 

without an intact corpse!” 

“Swish!” 

Kalise waved her claws and went for Chen Xiaobei’s throat! 

He was going to cut off Chen Xiaobei’s head first! Then, he would slowly cut up Chen Xiaobei’s body! 

This woman wouldn’t even let go of a corpse, she was simply insane! He was even a psychopath! 

Even if one used their toes to think, they would know that she was definitely not the light Elf that she 

appeared to be! 

“Yinian! Heaven-severing!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s ‘corpse’ suddenly spoke! 

Facing such a vicious woman, no matter how beautiful she was, Chen Xiaobei would never show mercy! 

“Swish!” 



Suddenly, a black and white spiritual light shot out from Chen Xiaobei’s forehead and into kalicia’s 

dantian! 

“Whoosh …” 

Then, the true energy demonic claw that Kalise had aimed at Chen Xiaobei’s throat dissipated like 

smoke. Not even a hair on Chen Xiaobei’s head was hurt! 

“Uh! Ah …” 

In the next moment, an expression of extreme pain appeared on Carice’s face. The extreme pain made 

her let out a miserable scream from the depths of her soul! 

This pain came from her primordial spirit, directly tormenting her state of mind and nerves! No matter 

how strong her physical body was, it was useless! 

Of course, the most important thing was that her true essence had been forcibly cut off, and she 

couldn’t circulate any true essence at all! 

“Plop …” 

Without any ethereal force, coupled with the huge mental pressure, Kalise could not bear the burden 

and knelt on the ground helplessly! 

Chen Xiaobei stood up. 

Huo yuanba and Xuanyuan tuohai also stood up. 

Even the heavily injured Wu aofeng stood up with Jin Fei’s help! 

how could this be … You … Weren’t you all dead? ” Kalise’s pupils instantly shrank and her scalp went 

numb, as if she had seen a ghost. She was extremely shocked! 

“If we don’t ‘die’ once, how can you expose your true colors?” Chen Xiaobei said with an evil smile. 
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you … You’re working together to set me up!? 

Kalise’s entire face twisted, not just from the pain, but also from depression! 

One had to know that Kalise was one of the most trusted underlings of the Elf King. She had been 

trained in secret for 30 years and was excellent in all aspects! 

Calixi thought that she had calculated everything and had everything under control! But in the end, she 

was completely fooled by Chen Xiaobei and his disciples ‘performance! 

For Kalise, this was like destroying a space carrier in a ditch, even more depressing than eating a ton of 

poop! 

“Chi …” 
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Chen Xiaobei was too lazy to explain. He released his ethereal force and took Kalise’s phone and storage 

bracelet into his hands! 

“You … Give me back my phone!” Kalise immediately became nervous! 

But the strange thing was, what she was most nervous about was not the storage bracelet, but the 

mobile phone! 

Even a fool would know that there must be a huge secret hidden in her phone! 

“Shut up! You don’t have the right to bargain with me!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s face was cold, and he did not even bother to look at Kalise as he ordered, ” “Yuan BA, go 

and see her true face! If I’m not wrong, she should be wearing a human skin mask!” 

yes … Huo yuanba walked over and began to examine it carefully. 

Just as Chen Xiaobei had guessed, Huo yuanba tore off an exquisite human-skinned mask from Kalise’s 

face! 

Thus, this woman’s true face was revealed! 

Her skin was dark gray like a corpse! 

His facial features were twisted and he gave off an evil aura! 

If it wasn’t for the fact that she could move and speak, others would have thought that she was an 

ancient zombie! 

“She’s not an elf! It’s the demon race!” 

Chen Xiaobei said, ” “Things seem to be getting more and more complicated … From her phone call just 

now, I can tell that the king behind her wants me and Tenshou to fight to the death! Why would the 

demons have a grudge against Tenshou?” 

“Shizun, don’t even think about it! Just look at her phone and you’ll know.” Xuanyuan tuohai said. 

“Hmm, let me take a look first!” Chen Xiaobei nodded and immediately started to check. 

“Don’t! “Don’t look …” Kalise shrieked nervously. 

Unfortunately, she couldn’t exert any strength in her body. The huge mental pressure was constantly 

tormenting her. Before she could scream twice, she was in so much pain that she couldn’t scream 

anymore! 

“So it’s like this …” 

Chen Xiaobei looked through the call history and some of the messages, and immediately guessed the 

whole story. “This woman is a death warrior trained by the elven King of the pantheon! The elven King 

and Amaterasu are both core members of the temple of the gods, but they’re at odds with each other!” 



Zeus, the king of the gods, sent Tenshou to kill me. The elven King wanted this woman to send me a 

message so that I could make preparations in advance. Then, I could fight Tenshou and both sides would 

suffer. This way, the elven King could reap the benefits without doing anything! 

“However, Tenshou isn’t an idiot. He knows that Xu chengshou stole everything from me, so he doesn’t 

even bother to attack me! They only sent brave surge to set up a trap to kill me! That’s why we’re in 

such a situation now!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s guess was correct! 

When the disciples heard this, they immediately understood. “In other words, this woman came here 

today to tell us to kill our way to the MU ye branch! It’s a pity that Tenshou didn’t come, and this 

woman’s plan is completely ruined!” 

With that said, Kalise’s expression became even more ferocious. She gritted her teeth and said, ” “I only 

regret that Tenshou didn’t come … Otherwise, you’ll all die without a burial place!” 

“Heh, you’re wrong!” 

“I’m the one who wants Tenshou to come!” Chen Xiaobei said with a smile. Even if all of the higher-ups 

of the temple of the gods came, I would make sure that they would not be able to return, let alone a 

mere Tenshou!” 

“Acting tough!” 

“If you still had your [ Armageddon ], you might have been able to fight the gods!” Said Kalise 

disdainfully. But now, you’ve lost everything. Tenshou can kill you 10000 times with a single slap!” 

“Stupid woman! Don’t try to be smart!” “All of you have fallen into my master’s trap!” Xuanyuan taohai 

sneered. 

“Scheme … What scheme?” Kalise’s expression froze, and she immediately became nervous. 

“Xu chengshou didn’t steal anything from my master!” 

it’s the exact opposite, ” Xuanyuan tuohai said indifferently. my master’s world-destroying banner is still 

here, and so are the 400 billion spirit stones. He’s even added a super powerful enemy as his trump 

card! Even if Zeus were to come, he wouldn’t be able to escape my master’s grasp!” 

that’s impossible … That’s impossible … “If Xu chengshou didn’t steal anything, why would he run away 

to avoid punishment?” 

“Xu chengshou?” Xuanyuan taohai laughed. heh! Xu chengshou didn’t even try to escape. He was just 

killed by my master! 

“What? Chen Zhufeng killed Xu chengshou?” Kalise sucked in a breath of cold air. Her pupils contracted, 

and her scalp went numb. She could not believe her ears! 

you stupid people, you all think that my master has nothing. But in fact, my master has everything! 



Xuanyuan taohai said proudly,”Tenshou is dead!” If Zeus came, he would still die! No matter how much 

you plan, in front of my master, you are just a group of idiots who have been calculated to death! My 

master can play with you however he wants to!” 

this … This … This … Kalise was speechless. She looked at Chen Xiaobei as if he was a terrifying demon! 

He knew everything! Control everything! 

There was no doubt that Chen Xiaobei had schemed against the entire world for this auction! 

Those enemies who thought that Chen Xiaobei had nothing would eventually be toyed with by Chen 

Xiaobei until they died! 

“Master! This woman was already useless! Let me kill her with my own hands!” Wu aofeng’s injuries 

were recovering by the second, and he could already hold his blade. 

Without a doubt, Wu aofeng was the person who hated Kalise the most! 

It was calixi who put on a mask to confuse Wu aofeng, tricking him into coming to the Muye division to 

save her, and finally causing him to lose his cultivation! 

At that moment, Wu aofeng had already raised his sword, he wanted to take revenge with his own 

hands! 

“No rush! She’s still useful!” she destroyed your cultivation, aofeng! Now, I’m going to make her use her 

own cultivation to pay for it! said Chen Xiaobei. 

“Master wants to cripple her cultivation? This is meaningless!” Wu aofeng frowned and said,”in my 

opinion, there’s no need to do that!” Only by killing her will I be able to vent the anger in my chest!” 

“What if her cultivation becomes yours?” Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows and asked. 

“What?” Wu aofeng was stunned, he could not believe it, ” “How can her cultivation be mine? She’s a 

seven-star earth-god!” 

Oh? ” Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows. there’s a demonic secret skill in her message, divine greed! 
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 “What? A secret technique of the demon race? God’s greed?” 

Wu aofeng looked at Chen Xiaobei in shock and asked, ” “Can that secret technique really transfer a 

person’s cultivation?” 

Huo yuanba and Xuanyuan tuohai were equally shocked, they could not believe their ears. 

“That’s right!” 

yes! Chen Xiaobei said, ” I’ve roughly read through the contents of this secret technique! As long as he 

could learn it, he would be able to steal the enemy’s cultivation! Transfer it to yourself or someone 

else!” 

“That’s great!” 
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Wu aofeng was excited and had full confidence in Chen Xiaobei. “With master’s talent, he’ll be able to 

learn this secret technique very soon. At that time, not only will he help me recover my cultivation, but 

he’ll also help me recover my cultivation! It can also help bei Xuan faction’s disciples to improve their 

overall strength!” 

Upon hearing this, Huo yuanba and Xuanyuan tuohai’s faces were filled with surprise. 

“If that’s really the case, then it’ll be so cool!” 

of course! Huo yuanba said excitedly, ” most of the disciples of bei Xuan faction come from the lower 

planes. Although we are talented, our starting point is too low. That’s why our cultivation is not high! If 

we can shift the enemy’s cultivation, we can quickly increase bei Xuan faction’s overall strength!” 

“Yup!” 

Xuanyuan tuohai was also very excited. my physical strength is very powerful, but my cultivation is very 

low. If I can improve my cultivation, my actual combat strength will increase greatly! 

The three disciples looked at Chen Xiaobei expectantly. They hoped that Chen Xiaobei could learn God’s 

greed as soon as possible so that he could help them increase their cultivation! 

“Stop daydreaming!” 

But at this moment, Kalise laughed coldly, ” do you think God’s greed is a free lunch? ” 

“What do you mean by that?” Wu aofeng frowned and asked. 

“Don’t you Chinese people always say that good and bad come together?” “Although God’s greed can 

quickly transfer cultivation, it also has a huge side effect!” Said calixi with a cold smile. 

“What side effects?” Wu aofeng and the others immediately perked up their ears. 

Just as Kalise had said, this free lunch was most likely a trap! It would make people pay an extremely 

painful price! 

Furthermore, if a secret skill like God’s greed didn’t have such terrible side effects, Kalise and the Elf King 

would have been invincible! 

first of all, the heart demon contract will appear in the mind of those who use God’s greed! 

“It’s just like a demon beast signing a primordial soul blood contract,” said Kalise. Once the mental 

demon contract is formed, the person who signs it will become a slave of the ‘seven demon gods’ of 

hell!” The seven demon gods only need a thought to obliterate the contractor!” 

Everyone was shocked by his words! 

Chen Xiaobei, in particular, had a deeper understanding of the mental demon contract than everyone 

else! 

Kalise compared the heart’s demon contract to the primordial spirit blood contract. 

But to Chen Xiaobei, the effect of the heart demon contract was more like the soul-hunting flag! 



Chen Xiaobei had once planted the soul-hunting flag in e Huo Yuntian’s body. With a single thought from 

Chen Xiaobei, the soul-hunting flag would destroy e Huo Yuntian’s nascent soul and soul! 

By the same logic, once God’s greed was used, a mental demon contract would form in the user’s mind! 

The ‘seven demon gods’ of hell could control the mental demon contract, controlling the life and death 

of the user, forcing the user to become a slave! 

This meant that if Chen Xiaobei used God’s greed to transfer Kalise’s cultivation to Wu aofeng! In that 

case, Wu aofeng’s life would be in the hands of the ‘seven demon gods’! 

This was clearly not a good choice! 

“That’s not right!” 

Huo yuanba was calmer and asked in a deep voice, ” “This God’s greed is so heaven-defying. The ‘seven 

demon gods’ of hell can limitlessly increase the cultivation of the slaves, enough to crush any top force! 

But the reality is not like that!” 

“That’s because God’s greed is only a one-star heaven immortal cultivation technique! At most, it can 

only plunder the cultivation base of a one-star heaven immortal!” 

the point is, the seven demon gods are not at the divine-immortal level. They don’t have any divine-

immortal instruments either. Of course, they’ll be suppressed by the top forces! Chen Xiaobei said. 

Huo yuanba immediately thought, ” since God’s greed is only a one-star heaven immortal level secret 

skill, if we can find a two-star heaven immortal level restraining technique, won’t we be able to break 

the heart demon contract? ” 

“Heh, you guys are not only daydreaming! And you’re so naive!” 

“How can there be a two-star heaven immortal level technique in the earth immortal world?” said calixi 

with a sneer. Even the cultivation techniques and secret Arts of middle to late-stage one-star heaven 

Immortals did not exist! Do you think you can break the heart demon contract? What a joke!” 

“Who says it’s impossible!” 

Chen Xiaobei grinned and said confidently, ” “As long as I can find Rahu! Not to mention a mere 

heavenly immortal-level heart demon contract! Even if it’s a Saint level, he can break it!” 

“Rahu? Saint level?” “Are you out of your mind, kid?” Kalise laughed disdainfully. Why are you starting 

to talk nonsense?” 

“Bang!” 

Without a word, Chen Xiaobei kicked Kalise in the face, causing her to feel dizzy and almost faint! 

How dare a defeated opponent mock Chen Xiaobei? who was the stupid one here? 

“Go! Let’s enter the verdant Emperor’s divine gourd, and I’ll help ao Feng increase his cultivation!” Chen 

Xiaobei used his ethereal force to wrap up Kalise and brought everyone into the verdant Emperor’s 

divine gourd! 



Chen Xiaobei asked the prisoner he had captured earlier to activate the sunlight cache while he took the 

time to learn how to use God’s greed. 

After all, Chen Xiaobei had the scholar’s heart. His learning speed was much faster than the others! 

In about three days and three nights, Chen Xiaobei had completely understood the essence of God’s 

greed. He had mastered it thoroughly and thoroughly! 

With the help of the sunlight cache, only three minutes had passed in the real world. 

“Done!” 

Chen Xiaobei put away Kalise’s phone, rubbed his hands together and looked at her with a devilish look. 

you … What do you want to do?! 

Kalise was lying outside the sunlight cache. To her, only three minutes had passed. She had no idea what 

Chen Xiaobei had done, and what he was going to do to her! 

“The Infinity fiendgod! Infinite greed!” 

Chen Xiaobei reached out his right palm, and his ethereal force transformed into a demonic claw that 

went straight for Kalise’s dantian! 

“Whoosh …” 

A ball of blue spiritual light was pulled out of kalicia’s dantian by the demonic claw! 

“H-how is this possible? Why do you know how to use God’s greed? And he’s using it so proficiently! Are 

you from hell?” Kalise was dumbfounded, as if she had seen a ghost. She could not believe her eyes! 

“Heh, I’m not from hell!” I’m the one who wants to destroy hell! Chen Xiaobei laughed. 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 2945: Seven Star Dong Xu 

 “Swish!” 

Chen Xiaobei raised his hand and pulled the blue spiritual light out of the box! 

Holding it in the true essence fiend claw’s hand, the blue spiritual light condensed into a fist-sized light 

ball! 

“Uh …” 

At the same time, Kalise let out a miserable cry, and her already ferocious face instantly lost its light! 

It was as if he had completely lost his essence, Qi, and spirit. He was listless and lifeless like a walking 

corpse! 

“The evil of greed!” 

Chen Xiaobei waved his hand, and the ethereal force demonic claw sent the blue ball of light into Wu 

aofeng’s dantian! 
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“Hualala …” 

In the next moment, Wu aofeng’s body started to emit a terrifying wave of true energy! 

A storm was brewing! The cyclone reversed! The intense energy fluctuations sent the countless corpses 

around them flying like dead leaves! 

Even the surrounding grass, trees, and rocks were swept up by this terrifying true essence force wind! It 

twisted in the wind, crushed, and turned into dregs! 

“Cool … So cool! His entire body seemed to be charging! It was forcefully injected with a terrifying 

power!” 

Being at the center of the Zhen Yuan wave, Wu aofeng could not help but let out an excited howl! 

Wu aofeng could clearly feel that his empty dantian was slowly being filled up! 

First, it was filled with true Qi! True Qi transformed into true essence! True essence turning into 

primordial spirit! The primordial spirit condensing the divine sea! Forming a golden core in the deep sea! 

A golden core giving birth to a nascent soul! The nascent soul had evolved into a dharma body! The 

fusion of Dharmakaya and nascent soul! Merge and belong to the hole void realm! 

In just a short while, Wu aofeng’s cultivation level had increased rapidly, breaking through more than a 

dozen levels, from zero to the seven-star earth-god level! 

Five-star soul transformation! Six-star fusion! Seven Star Dong Xu! 

From that moment on, all of Kalise’s power was transferred to Wu aofeng! 

Even the dark Zhen Yuan that was unique to Kalise, as well as the demonic Magic Body that she had 

spent so much effort to form, had all become Wu aofeng’s! 

“Whoosh …” 

Slowly, the Zhen Yuan around Wu aofeng calmed down.”It’s so cool! My cultivation base has completely 

stabilized, and I can use it as I please! Thank you, master! Your disciple will never forget the kindness of 

your rebirth!” 

Wu aofeng knelt down and kowtowed to Chen Xiaobei to show his gratitude! 

“Get up!” 

I know you’ve suffered a lot this time, but it’s still a blessing in disguise. Your cultivation has been greatly 

improved! However, your physical body is still at the peak of two-star earth-god level and can’t support 

the battle strength of a seven-star earth-god level. Therefore, you must follow Grand shaman Xuan 

Zhong to temper your physical body more often!” 

“This disciple will obey!” 

Wu aofeng nodded, stood up and said, ” “With the body refining secret technique that master has 

modified for Grand Magus Xuan Zhong, the strength of my physical body will definitely increase rapidly! 



Moreover, I have a Dharmakaya now. At most, I can let the Dharmakaya leave my body and rely on the 

Dharmakaya to support the combat strength of a seven-star earth-god!” 

“Idiot! What an idiot …” 

At this moment, Kalise let out a weak wail,”You’ve already become a slave of the seven demon gods, 

and you’re still so smug? One day, you will die at the hands of the seven demon gods! He died an 

extremely miserable and tragic death …” 

“Hmph! You’re the idiot!” 

“It’s just a heart demon contract. It’s nothing compared to my master’s dog food!” Wu aofeng said in 

disdain. My master has many ways to remove it!” 

Obviously, the contract between the heavenly dog biscuit and the primordial spirit could make a person 

lose their original heart and become 100% loyal to their owner! 

However, the mental demon contract could only control the life and death of others, but it would not 

make one lose their original heart! 

As long as Chen Xiaobei had a way to break the mental demon contract, he could keep Wu aofeng safe! 

He could even use God’s greed without any worries! 

“Hmph! What a joke!” 

Kalise didn’t believe him at all, and sneered coldly, ” “Under the heavenly realm, no one can break the 

mental demon contract! Even the seven demon gods did not have a way to break it! You want to break 

it with just your useless master? Wake up! Stop dreaming!” 

Wu aofeng’s face turned cold and he said, ” first, I want to tell you that my master has a very powerful 

friend who can break the mental demon contract with ease! 

Without a doubt, the person Wu aofeng was talking about was Luo Yi! 

At the beginning of the chaos, before the first measureless cultivation tribulation, luohou had once 

extracted billions of spiritual veins to compete with Hongjun! 

Although luohou was killed by the Dao ancestor in the end, luohou’s strength was definitely above any 

quasi-Sage! 

With Luo Yi’s ability, breaking a mere one-star heaven immortal level heart demon contract was simply 

too easy! There was no suspense at all! 

As long as he could find Luo Yi, Wu aofeng would be safe! The entire bei Xuan faction would be able to 

use God’s greed without any qualms, and their cultivation would skyrocket! 

Of course, Wu aofeng had no intention of explaining any of this. He glared at Kalise, his killing intent 

almost tangible. 

“Second, I want to tell you that the person who insulted my master! Die!” 

Wu aofeng roared and charged at him like a ferocious Tiger! 



“Bang!” 

Wu aofeng’s foot landed on Kalise’s head! 

Kalise had lost her cultivation, but Wu aofeng’s power was at its peak! 

The result was without any suspense! 

Kalise’s head was crushed by Wu aofeng’s foot, and her blood and bones splattered all over the ground! 

Without her cultivation and her nascent soul, Kalise died instantly without an intact corpse! 

“Swish!” 

Wu aofeng was still not satisfied. He raised his fist and was about to punch Kalise’s body! 

“Alright, that’s enough!” 

“Aofeng!” Chen Xiaobei said. After today’s battle! You should learn to control your temper! Moreover, 

the enemy is already dead, so why dirty your hands?” 

“Yes! Shizun is right!” Wu aofeng immediately stopped and retracted his fist. 

Without a doubt, Wu aofeng was a ferocious Tiger, but he would listen to Chen Xiaobei’s every word! 

“Hiss …” 

Chen Xiaobei absorbed all of Carice’s blood essence and soul into the chaos Blood Sword, and at the 

same time, he kept Carice’s storage bracelet. 

“Alright! He couldn’t stay here for long! We’ll clear the treasure vault of the Woodleaf division and then 

leave!” let’s go! Chen Xiaobei said and rushed to the core Hall of the MU ye branch. 

Obviously, Chen Xiaobei still wanted the world to think that he had nothing. So, he had to leave the 

battlefield as soon as possible to avoid exposing his whereabouts! 

…… 

Wood leaf core Hall! 

With the help of the Golden gaze fiery eyes, Chen Xiaobei found the secret passage and the Woodleaf 

Treasury that was hidden deep underground! 

Chen Xiaobei took out the key from the leader’s storage bracelet and opened the door. 

It was harvest season again! 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 2946: seven-colored shadow 

The MU ye branch was only one of Tenshou’s branches, and its scale was equivalent to a main city’s 

power! 

However, the resources in this treasure vault far exceeded the resources in a main city’s treasure vault! 
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The resources stored here, be it in quantity or grade, were all very good! 

this Woodleaf city isn’t big and its business isn’t developed. How could it have so many resources? ” 

Xuanyuan tuohai asked out of curiosity. 

“Didn’t you pay attention on the way here?” “The lives of the people in Woodleaf city are very hard,” 

Huo yuanba said.”The streets and houses are all very old! Many of them are wearing torn and tattered 

clothes, and they’re all skin and bones from hunger!” 

“Fourth senior brother, are you saying that the reason why the treasure vault of the wooden leaf 

division has so many resources is because liuchuan Yiming plundered them from the people?” Xuanyuan 

taohai suddenly understood. 

“Not bad!” 

Huo yuanba nodded and said,”if I’m not wrong, liuchuan’s yin Ming is both a branch leader and a city 

Lord!” Most of the resources in this Treasury are the wealth of the people!” 

that’s not right! Wu aofeng frowned. it seems like the Japanese’s territories are all being tortured by this 

kind of tyranny. The people are having a hard time! 

Xuanyuan tuohai sighed. it’s a pity that this is Videha. Otherwise, if master’s Army were to attack, the 

people here would be able to live a good life! 

this is the edge of Videha, only separated from the Nanzhan state by the eastern sea! 

 ” that’s right! Chen Xiaobei said. as long as I unify the Nanzhan state, I can cross the eastern sea and 

attack Tenshou’s territory. I can free these people! 

“Mm! We believe that you can do it, master!” Wu aofeng, Huo yuanba, and Xuanyuan tuohai nodded. 

He had absolute trust and confidence in Chen Xiaobei! 

Chen Xiaobei nodded and ordered, ” “The three of you, go and pick some practical resources. Later, 

we’ll drop them all over the city from the air. Consider it a little relief for the people! In the future, I will 

naturally find a way to free them!” 

“Yes, sir!” After receiving the order, the three disciples split up and went to the treasure vault to choose 

the practical resources. 

Medicinal herbs, beast skins, medicinal pills, low-level magical treasures, cultivation techniques, a whole 

bunch of them were selected! It was almost equivalent to half of the resources in the treasure vault! 

The royal city of beixuan was now filthy rich. The resources of this city were nothing to Chen Xiaobei but 

they could improve the lives of the people in Woodleaf city! 

Even though Chen Xiaobei could not free the people immediately, he was still willing to do something 

within his power! 

After that, Chen Xiaobei put the other half of the resources that were not very practical into the heaven 

and earth furnace and started to refine them! 

As for the deepest part of the treasure vault, there were still five treasure chests. 



When he opened it, he saw that it was filled with five-star and six-star items. These things were not even 

worth Chen Xiaobei’s attention! Naturally, they could only be refined! 

In the end, Chen Xiaobei only had 100 million upper spiritual stones left, which he put into his infinite 

space ring! 

“Next up are the storage bracelets of the 100000 wooden leaf disciples!” 

Chen Xiaobei took a deep breath and continued to count his loot, ” there are a total of 300 million upper 

spiritual stones, and all the other low-grade resources. I’ve refined them all! 

After that, Chen Xiaobei kept the 300 million upper spiritual stones into his small Treasury and used the 

rest of the resources for refining! 

As for the 500 golden cores and the seven-star earth-god Ninja Blade that Chen Xiaobei had broken, 

they were all put into the heaven and earth furnace to be refined! 

finally, there are three storage bracelets left, namely brave surge, liuchuan Yuming, and Kalise! 

Chen Xiaobei focused his attention on the last three storage bracelets. 

The first item was Yin Ming’s storage bracelet. 

There were 50 million superior-grade spiritual stones and a lot of other resources. He did not have any 

high-tier magical equipment because his ninjato had already been broken by Chen Xiaobei! 

Next up was brave surge’s storage bracelet! 

As an eight-star earth-god elder of Tenshou, brave surge had a lot of treasures! 

Among them, there were 200 million upper-grade spirit stones, one eight-star earth-god instrument, 

one seven-star earth-god instrument, 25 five-to seven-star earth-god items, and an uncountable number 

of low-grade resources! 

Because these two guys were under Tenshou, Chen Xiaobei did not want anyone to know that he was 

the one who destroyed Muye’s branch. So, he could not use their resources! 

So, Chen Xiaobei only kept the 250 million superior-grade spiritual stones and refined the rest of the 

items! 

Without a doubt, after this round of refinement, the heaven and earth smelt would be able to 

accumulate a huge amount of heaven and earth spirituality! 

If the chaos Blood Sword could absorb the heaven and earth spiritual aura, in addition to the nascent 

souls, souls, and blood essence that it had devoured, it would be able to advance to the late-stage eight-

star earth immortal realm! 

Finally, there was Kalise’s storage bracelet. 

There were 50 million high-grade spiritual stones in it. After collecting them, Chen Xiaobei’s Treasury 

now had 278.5 billion high-grade spiritual stones! 

Then, a seven-star earth-god instrument appeared! 



“Ao Feng, you can use this sickle!” Chen Xiaobei passed the black crescent Reaper’s Scythe to Wu 

aofeng. 

I … How could I … Wu aofeng scratched his head and said, ” “The other senior and junior brothers didn’t 

get any high-rank earth-god instruments! Shizun should give it to them first …” 

“I told you to take it, so take it!” 

this is a magical treasure of the demonic tribe. It can be used together with your dark-type ethereal 

force! Chen Xiaobei said. It’s most suitable for you to use!” 

“Alright … Thank you, master!” He said. Wu aofeng received the scythe with both hands and bowed. 

After a short pause, Wu aofeng continued, ” “Then what about the senior and junior brothers?” 

of course! Chen Xiaobei chuckled. I’ll take care of your senior and junior brothers. I won’t let them come 

empty-handed! 

“I’m relieved then!” Wu aofeng grinned and winked at Huo yuanba and Xuanyuan tuohai. He was in a 

good mood! 

In the end, all that was left in Kalise’s storage bracelet were some healing medicine and some simple 

clothes to change into! 

It was obvious that Kalise was a death warrior that could not be exposed to the light. She was prepared 

to die at any time and would not carry any special items on her. 

Chen Xiaobei threw all the herbs into the heaven and earth furnace. Now, he had finished counting all 

his gains! 

“Let’s go! We’ll leave now and give some relief to the people in the city!” Chen Xiaobei left the vault 

with his three disciples. 

…… 

Chen Xiaobei stepped on the somersault cloud, and the three disciples stepped on their flying swords. 

They dropped the resources that they had prepared in advance from the sky. 

All of a sudden, all kinds of practical resources could be found in the slums of the city. 

The commoners were naturally extremely happy. 

Chen Xiaobei and his three disciples could leave in peace. 

But! 

Just as Chen Xiaobei and the rest were about to leave, an extreme shadow with a seven-colored spiritual 

light came straight for Chen Xiaobei! 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 
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 “Enemy attack! Enemy attack!” 
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Wu aofeng, who was the strongest among them, was the first to notice the approaching rainbow 

shadow! 

Wu aofeng took out the black Reaper’s Scythe and gathered his ethereal force to stand in front of Chen 

Xiaobei and his two junior brothers, ready to fight at any time! 

Xuanyuan taohai’s brows furrowed as he worriedly said, ” “What a fast speed! I’m afraid that person’s 

cultivation is far above yours, fourth senior brother …” 

Huo yuanba nodded and said anxiously, ” that’s right … The speed of that spiritual light has probably 

reached the eight-star, or even nine-star earth-god level! 

“What’s there to be afraid of!” 

Wu aofeng kept his Reaper’s Scythe and said, ” “Since I can’t beat the enemy, then I’ll ask master to 

help! Master has three heaven immortal artifacts under his control. Do you think he’s afraid of anyone 

below the heaven realm?” 

“You’re right!” Xuanyuan tuohai and Huo yuanba both nodded, feeling relieved. 

“Master! Hurry up and make your move!” Wu aofeng said excitedly. 

“I didn’t say I was going to attack!” Chen Xiaobei shrugged nonchalantly, as if he did not care about the 

rainbow shadow at all! 

“What? You’re not going to do anything?” Wu aofeng took a deep breath and started to sweat. 

“Master! This was not the time to joke around! If you don’t do anything, we’ll all be dead!” Xuanyuan 

tuohai and Huo yuanba were extremely nervous again. 

That seven-colored extreme Shadow’s speed was unimaginably fast, and it looked like it was about to 

charge in front of everyone! 

If Chen Xiaobei did not make a move, none of them would be able to fight back. They would only be able 

to wait for death! 

Even so, Chen Xiaobei was not joking. He had no intention of making a move at all! 

my master … I can’t let you do this to your disciple … Wu aofeng saw that the situation was not good. He 

kept the Reaper’s Scythe and took it out in a hurry. He almost fell from the sky! 

“Put away your weapons. You don’t need to do anything!” Chen Xiaobei smiled. He had already seen 

through everything. 

“Swish!” 

Right at this time, that seven-colored extreme shadow had already charged in front of everyone! 

The uninvited guest riding this extreme shadow had finally revealed his true appearance! 

It was a beautiful woman with delicate features! 



Her skin was as white as snow, and her facial features were as beautiful as a painting. In terms of looks, 

she was definitely a top-tier beauty with a score of 95 and above! 

Moreover, not only was her appearance off the charts, but her figure was also extremely good! Even 

though she was only wearing a simple light blue Monk robe, it was difficult to hide her exquisite and 

graceful curves! It added an otherworldly charm to it! 

Graceful like clouds, kind like water! 

However, this woman was a monk and had already cut off all her worries! His head was smooth and 

round like a jade ball, without a single strand of hair! 

Of course, her looks were off the charts, her figure was hot, and her temperament was excellent. Even 

without hair, she was still a top beauty! This point was without any suspense! 

“What a beautiful woman … Could she be the legendary fairy?” Xuanyuan tuohai was dumbfounded. 

“Heavens! Such a beautiful woman was simply the best in the world! Why did she come to us?” Wu 

aofeng was so stunned that he had completely forgotten about the fight. 

Even Huo yuanba, who was always calm, was stunned. He was shocked by the bald woman. “Not only is 

she extremely beautiful, but her cultivation level is also extremely high! Even the most talented girl in 

the human world is only like this!” 

Just as the three disciples were stunned, the bald woman’s next words shocked them even more. Their 

worldview was refreshed, and they began to doubt their lives! 

“Fan Qing greets Childe Chen!” 

The bald lady put her hands together and nodded at Chen Xiaobei. She said seriously, ” Childe Zhufeng, I 

haven’t had the time to repay you for saving my life. I didn’t expect you to do me a big favor again! 

Wu aofeng, Huo yuanba, and Xuanyuan tuohai were all dumbfounded by his words. 

They would never have imagined that their amazing little nun would be killed by Chen Xiaobei! 

They could not understand how Chen Xiaobei had helped the little nun when he was cleaning up the 

Muye branch. 

“Young master fan Qing is too polite!” 

In fact, even Chen Xiaobei himself did not quite understand.”When did I help you?” 

ever since I separated from Childe Chen, I’ve been searching for the Blood Moon Swordmaster. I’m 

looking for an opportunity to seal him again! 

The little nun, Yun fanqing, explained, ” I was passing by Woodleaf city just now. I saw that the people 

there were living in poverty. I was worried about how I could help them. I didn’t expect such a large 

amount of useful resources to fall from the sky!” 

“I’ve looked at them carefully. Not only are they practical, but their value is also not low! If the poor 

people can get some, their lives will definitely improve greatly!” 



“The people have been helped, and the worries in my heart have been dispelled! So, I flew into the sky, 

trying to find the kind person who had scattered the supplies to help the people!” 

“I didn’t expect that Childe Zhufeng would be the one to help the people! To be able to distribute so 

many resources is a great virtue!” 

Yun fanqing said sincerely,’what’s more precious is that you didn’t leave your name after doing such a 

good thing, Childe Zhufeng! Indifferent to fame and fortune, and broad-minded, fan Qing admires you!” 

I see … Chen Xiaobei smiled. the heavenly Dao punishes evil and promotes good. I’m not doing this to 

help you, but to accumulate virtue for myself and my disciple. So, you don’t have to thank me! 

Just as Yun fanqing had said, it was a great virtue to help the people. 

The three great disciples had dropped in their resources, so they must have received merit points from 

the Three Realms. 

This would be helpful to their luck and charm, and it was a good thing for both themselves and others. 

He did not need Yun fanqing’s gratitude. 

“Amitabha!” 

Yun fanqing put his hands together and said with great sincerity, ” “A monk should be compassionate! In 

order to save the world, I’m willing to sacrifice myself in hell! Young master, saving the world is like 

saving me! I should thank you!” 

you’re too serious … Chen Xiaobei grinned. He knew that the little nun was stubborn, so he changed the 

topic.”Let’s talk about you! You’re looking for the Blood Moon Swordmaster. How did you end up in the 

Videha?” 

“I received news from the ten thousand Buddhas Pagoda that the Blood Moon Swordmaster’s disciple 

appeared in the Videha!” Yun fanqing said. I plan to find this person first and then find the Blood Moon 

Swordmaster!” 

“Blood Moon disciple?” Chen Xiaobei thought of Qin Yitian. 

“What’s wrong? Childe Chen, you seem a little nervous!” Yun fanqing looked at Chen Xiaobei in 

confusion. 

“No, nothing …” 

Chen Xiaobei shook his head and asked, ” “Since you flew away from the leaves, you probably haven’t 

found her! Where do you plan to go next?” 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 
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 “Next, I plan to make a trip to the imperial capital of Xuanyuan!” 

Yun fanqing said, ” firstly, the disciples of the Blood Moon have appeared in the imperial capital of 

Xuanyuan. Secondly, it’s ancestor Xuanyuan’s birthday in two days. I’m going to represent the three 

saints nunnery to pay my respects! 
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the imperial capital of Xuanyuan?! 

Oh? ” Chen Xiaobei asked, ” will all the top ten forces send their congratulations to the Xuanyuan 

ancestor’s birthday party? ” 

not really … Yun fanqing said, ” the nine nether platform and the Xuanyuan family of the heavenly Yin 

Hall have always been at odds with each other. They won’t send anyone to celebrate the birthday, but 

the other families will all gather together! 

“Interesting!” let’s go together! Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows. I want to go to the birthday party 

too! 

“Uh …” 

Yun fanqing’s expression froze for a moment, and he said awkwardly, ” “Childe Chen, did you receive the 

invitation? Old ancestor Xuanyuan’s birthday banquet is the most prestigious one in the entire human 

realm. No one is allowed to enter without an invitation …” 

“Invitation?” “I’m not going to the birthday party to celebrate!” Chen Xiaobei laughed. Why do you need 

an invitation?” 

“Aren’t you going to offer birthday wishes? Then what are you going to do?” Yun fanqing’s face was 

filled with confusion. 

Chen Xiaobei raised his brows and smiled evilly. “Go and slap faces!” 

Hearing this, Wu aofeng, Huo yuanba, and Xuanyuan tuohai were all excited and their blood boiled! 

Especially Xuanyuan tuohai, he had been looking forward to this day for many, many years! 

Yun fanqing was dumbfounded, and his pretty little face turned pale. “Childe Chen! Please don’t do 

anything rash! We can’t allow outsiders to mess around at ancestor Xuanyuan’s birthday banquet!” 

“You can’t bear it? Then hit me!” Chen Xiaobei shrugged and smiled evilly. 

Yun fanqing was sweating, and she was extremely worried. “This is not a joke! You could lose your life at 

any time!” 

In contrast to Yun fanqing, the three disciples were not worried at all. Instead, they all gave Chen 

Xiaobei a thumbs up and praised, ” “Master! It was insanely cool! Mighty, domineering, and invincible! If 

the Xuanyuan family can’t take it, then they’ll beat us!” 

pfft … seeing this, Yun fanqing almost fell to the ground. 

Master wasn’t scared! His three disciples weren’t afraid either! 

Yun fanqing had been recuperating for many years, and even if Mount Tai collapsed in front of her, she 

would not be moved! 

But now, she was so angry at Chen Xiaobei and his three disciples that she almost spat out blood! 

His years of cultivation had been broken in a second! 



“Alright, I know you’re doing this for my own good, but I’m not an idiot!” I know what I’m doing! Chen 

Xiaobei raised his eyebrows. I know what I’m doing! 

this … Yun fanqing calmed herself down. “Alright, although I’m not sure what you’re planning, I’m willing 

to help you as long as it doesn’t violate justice! It’s a way to repay your kindness!” 

“Justice?” Chen Xiaobei smiled but did not say anything. 

In this world where strength was Supreme, only the fist was eternal justice! 

The old man of heavenly secrets said that Xuanyuan tuohai was a jinx, and would bring an 

unprecedented catastrophe to the Videha! 

The world believed in the old man of heavenly secrets’s words, but wasn’t it because the old man of 

heavenly secrets was powerful and influential? 

The Xuanyuan family had abandoned Xuanyuan tuohai, leaving a baby to fend for himself! 

The world praised the Xuanyuan family for placing righteousness above family ties. Wasn’t it because 

the Xuanyuan family was powerful and Xuanyuan tuohai didn’t have a choice from the very beginning, 

not even a chance to prove himself? 

Justice! Chen Xiaobei believed it! 

However, in the face of an absolutely powerful enemy, true justice was often suppressed to the point 

where it could not lift its head! 

Only when one’s fist was big enough could one hold one’s head high and defend justice! 

Childe Zhufeng … Your aura doesn’t seem right … Yun fanqing did not know what Chen Xiaobei was 

thinking. He was still a little worried! 

“There’s nothing wrong with that! Let’s go! Back to the Xuanyuan capital!” Chen Xiaobei shrugged and 

did not want to explain. 

…… 

Zhaofu restaurant. 

Qiu Ling ‘er had already returned to this place through the teleportation formation. 

Feng Qingyang and the other three disciples had also returned from their shopping. 

After Chen Xiaobei and the others returned, the bei Xuan faction members gathered again. 

As for Jin Fei, he returned to bei Xuan faction’s headquarters through the returning bracelet after a 

short while. 

To avoid suspicion, Yun fanqing also left zhaofu brothel early. However, before she left, Chen Xiaobei 

emphasized that if he found the Blood Moon Swordmaster’s disciple, he must tell Chen Xiaobei in 

advance. 



Obviously, Chen Xiaobei was worried about Qin Yitian’s safety. If Yun fanqing found Qin Yitian and the 

two of them fought, Qin Yitian would be the one at a disadvantage! 

Ding! 

However, just as Yun fanqing left, Chen Xiaobei’s phone rang. 

It was a message from Qin Yitian. 

[ Qin Yitian: tonight at midnight, we’ll settle this on top of huangchao mountain outside the city! ] 

Chen Xiaobei frowned and immediately replied. 

Chen Xiaobei-the three-Saint nunnery is looking for you! Leave the imperial capital of Xuanyuan as soon 

as possible. Otherwise, the consequences would be unimaginable! 

Qin Yitian: ” I have my master’s orders. If I want to leave, I have to either kill you or be killed by you! 

Chen Xiaobei, is there no other choice? We are good friends who have gone through thick and thin 

together! Do you have any difficulties? Tell me! I’ll shoulder it with you! 

Qin Yitian,”I don’t have any difficulties. Everything will be over at midnight tonight!” If you don’t dare to 

come, I’ll naturally come to find you! 

Chen Xiaobei: I’ll do it! See you at midnight tonight! 

“Master, what happened? “You look terrible …” Feng Qingyang asked in a low voice. 

“It’s nothing. You stay here with your junior brothers. I have to go out!” “If I don’t come back by noon 

tomorrow, all of you are to return to bei Xuan faction immediately!” Chen Xiaobei said. 

yes, your disciple … Feng Qingyang nodded. He was worried but he did not dare to disobey Chen 

Xiaobei’s order. 

After that, Chen Xiaobei left zhaofu restaurant alone. 

…… 

Huangchao mountain! 

It was nine million li away from the Xuanyuan imperial capital! 

The peak of the mountain was extremely high and was covered in clouds all year round! 

And because of the lack of resources, ordinary people rarely set foot here! 

Qin Yitian had chosen this place to settle things with Chen Xiaobei because she did not want to be 

disturbed! 

However, Qin Yitian was not the only one on the mountain peak! 

Other than Qin Yitian, there were two other groups of people gathered here! 



Mr. Lu, you’re so smart. You’ve used Qin Yitian to lure Chen Zhufeng out. We’ve set up an inescapable 

net and we’ll definitely kill Chen Zhufeng on the spot! A young Man in Black, who was wearing a silver-

white mask on half of his face, laughed with a murderous aura. 

“We have the same goal. My master will give us a plan, and the night temple will cooperate with us! This 

time, Chen Zhufeng won’t be able to escape even if he has wings!” The other red-robed young man said 

calmly. He was full of confidence in this operation! 

Qin Yitian stood not far away and looked at the two of them without saying a word. Deep in her 

beautiful eyes, her emotions were extremely complicated! 
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Chapter 2949: never leaving 

 “Miss Qin, thank you for your cooperation. You can leave now!” 

The red-robed young man said to Qin Yitian with a faint smile. 

killing Chen Zhufeng is my mission as well. I won’t leave before I complete my mission! Qin Yitian said, 

shaking her head. 

The red-robed young man maintained his smile and said, ” “My master said that miss Qin and Chen 

Zhufeng have a close relationship, and he’s afraid that things might change! If you really want to 

complete the mission, please leave!” 

“Zheng Lun! What do you mean by that?” Qin Yitian furrowed her brows, her killing intent rising. you’re 

saying that I’ll betray my master and help Chen Zhufeng? ” 

Qin Yitian had been with Heavenly Sword for many years. A thick and terrifying killing intent had been 

born in his bones. Even if he didn’t make a sound, his killing intent was so strong that no one dared to 

get close to him! With this anger, his killing intent was even more pressing and terrifying! 

“Miss Qin, why are you so angry?” 

Zheng Lun’s eyes narrowed, and he said coldly,”if you don’t have any ulterior motives, you can just 

leave!” But now that you’re so angry, it only proves that you still care about Chen Zhufeng. In that case, I 

don’t dare to let you stay!” 

“What if I don’t leave?” Qin Yitian’s eyes were as cold as ice. 

“Then don’t blame me for being impolite!” hehe. Zheng Lun shrugged and sneered. although miss Qin is 

as beautiful as a flower, in order to complete my master’s order, I have no choice but to ruthlessly 

destroy the flower! 

“You?” 

Qin Yitian snorted in disdain. She drew Heavenly Sword and said coldly, ” you want to try a nine-star 

earth-god instrument with your seven-star earth-god strength? ” 
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heh, my cultivation is indeed not high, but don’t you forget that my master is Lu Yue! Zheng Lun’s 

expression didn’t change as he stood proudly on the spot, showing no signs of backing down. It was as if 

he was completely unafraid of Heavenly sword’s fearsome might! 

“Don’t you forget that my master is the Blood Moon Swordmaster!” Qin Yitian refused to back down. 

The blood Crescent Blade was a genuine heaven immortal artifact! Can Lu Yue block one sword?” 

heh! Zheng Lun laughed disdainfully. it’s just a mere one-star heaven immortal artifact. Back then, my 

master could destroy it with a flick of his finger! 

“You also know that it was back then!” “A real man does not boast about his past achievements!” Qin 

Yitian said coldly. Now, even if Lu Yue was here, he would have to show some respect to my master!” 

“Heh, I really don’t know where you got your confidence from.” Zheng Lun laughed. in front of my 

master, the Blood Moon Swordmaster is merely an ant. I can’t be bothered to waste my breath on you. 

I’ll give you 10 seconds. Either you leave by yourself, or I’ll make you disappear! 

“Alright! Let’s see who’s the one who’s going to make who disappear!” Qin Yitian immediately drew out 

Heavenly Sword, planning to fight Zheng Lun head-on! 

“Clang! Clang! Clang …” 

At this moment, the young man with the silver half-mask pulled out a purple sword. 

Behind him, hundreds of black-clothed and masked men also drew their weapons! 

All of them were aiming their Spears at Qin Yitian. From the looks of it, they were all determined to 

stand on Zheng Lun’s side! 

“Lou Yuhong!” 

Qin Yitian’s eyes narrowed. “Your night temple was a force under my master’s command! As the left 

protector of the night temple, are you going to go against me?” 

heh, Qin Yitian, you’re so naive! 

Lou Yuhong stretched out a finger and knocked on The Silver Mask on his face. He said indifferently, ” 

“Night brake is a bounty Guild. Starting from the Guild leader, everyone has put their heads on the edge 

of the blade to drink blood! To fight for profit!” 

“To us bounty hunters, there are no eternal enemies or friends in the world, only eternal interests! If 

you can give me more benefits, I will naturally stand by your side and help you achieve your goal!” 

“But, if you can’t give me more benefits, then don’t ever become my enemy!” Lou Yuhong said with a 

murderous look. You should know that when the bounty hunters of the night temple go crazy, they 

don’t care about their own family!” 

As soon as he said that, the hundreds of bounty hunters around him all exuded a strong murderous 

aura! 

These people were like a group of crazy, bloodthirsty, cold-blooded beasts, ready to pounce at any 

moment! Even if he had to risk his life, he wanted to bite off a piece of Qin Yitian’s flesh! 



Even Qin Yitian was stunned. She did not dare to act rashly! 

First of all, Lou Yuhong’s cultivation had already reached the level of an eight-star earth-god, and the 

Amethyst radiance sword in his hand was a nine-star earth-god instrument! 

Although Heavenly sword’s seal had been removed by the Blood Moon Swordmaster, and it could 

unleash the power of a nine-star earth-god, it could only fight to a draw with Amethyst radiance sword 

at most! 

If they were to fight face to face, Qin Yitian’s cultivation was only at the seven-star earth-god level. She 

would definitely lose to Lou Yuhong! 

Secondly, the hundreds of bounty hunters behind Lou Yuhong were all six-star to seven-star earth-god 

level! The Dharma Treasures in his hands were also six-star and seven-star high-rank earth-god 

instruments! 

In fact, these masked men were all Masters of major cities or the higher-ups of some major forces! 

When they were short of money, they would hide their identities and go to the night slaying Guild to 

take on bounty missions! 

Once they joined forces, their combat strength was also very terrifying! Qin Yitian might not be able to 

take it if she was alone! 

The last and most important point! 

Everyone in the earth-god Realm knew that the hunters of the night temple bounty Association were all 

cruel and merciless. They were even fiercer than the evil spirits! Insidious hidden weapons, poisonous 

sneak attacks, bullying the few with numbers, completely immoral! 

If Qin Yitian wanted to start a war with them, the dangers they would face would not be as simple as 

just their strength on paper. There would be countless sinister and treacherous dangers in the dark! 

It was no exaggeration to say that if Qin Yitian were to fight with Lou Yuhong and his gang, her chances 

of winning were less than 10%! 

“Lou Yuhong! What did Lu Yue give you?” Qin Yitian knew that she couldn’t fight, so she said in a low 

voice, ” “If you help me, I’ll definitely give you more!” 

“Heh, you make it sound nice, but I don’t think you can give me more!” 

Lou Yuhong shrugged his shoulders and said indifferently, ” in recent years, my cultivation has stopped. 

My poison and assassination techniques have not improved. But after Mr. Lu Yue’s guidance, I have 

improved so much that I can’t even believe it! 

“Especially poison techniques! Mr. Lu Yue’s few words of advice even surpassed the results of my hard 

work in the past thousands of years! To tell you the truth, I plan to become Lu Yue’s disciple after I kill 

Chen Zhufeng!” 



Lou Yuhong sneered and said, ” compared to Mr. Lu Yue, even your master, the Blood Moon 

Swordmaster, is just an ant! And you, you’re not even an ant! How can you give me more benefits than 

Mr. Lu Yue?” 

Lou Yuhong’s attitude was clear. He would never help Qin Yitian! 

“Miss Qin, you can give up now, right?” 

of course! Zheng Lun laughed. our goal is to kill Chen Zhufeng. You just need to leave! Why make 

everyone unhappy?” 

“I’ve said it!” Qin Yitian’s eyes were cold as she said, ” “I’m not leaving!” 
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 “It seems that my master’s plan was correct! Woman, you still have feelings for Chen Zhufeng! It will 

definitely disrupt our operation!” 

this is the last time I’m warning you, ” Zheng Lun said coldly. leave this place immediately, or you’ll have 

to bear the consequences! 

“If you want to fight, then fight! Why are you talking nonsense?” Qin Yitian’s tone became even colder. 

Her heart was as hard as stone, and she would not waver. 

“Brother Lou!” I’ll leave this woman to you! Zheng Lun’s brows twitched as he said viciously. 

“No problem!” Lou Yuhong smiled faintly. He was full of confidence for this battle and did not take Qin 

Yitian seriously at all. 

The hundreds of masked Men in Black behind her were also eager to fight. They fixed their eyes on Qin 

Yitian, not giving her a chance to escape! 

After all, taking down Qin Yitian was equivalent to helping Zheng Lun, and going one step further would 

be equivalent to helping Lu Yue! With Lu Yue’s ability, even if he just gave them some advice, they 

would benefit greatly! 

In an instant, almost everyone wanted to kill Qin Yitian with their own hands. A strong murderous intent 

almost enveloped the entire space! 

“Miss Qin! I’ve already done everything I can for you. Since you’re not repenting, then you can die in 

peace!” Zheng Lun waved his hand, and Lou Yuhong and those few hundred people directly pounced 

over! 

“Swish!” 

Qin Yitian’s face was as cold as ice as she held her Heavenly Sword! 

In an instant, frenzied killing intent poured out like a tsunami! 

Qin Yitian’s clothes and hair fluttered in the wind. She was like a goddess of slaughter in this extremely 

desolate space! Cold, decisive, and without a trace of emotion! 
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Of course, although Qin Yitian appeared to be extremely strong on the surface, she knew very well in 

her heart that she had no chance of winning this battle. She would only die! 

However, even in such a situation, Qin Yitian didn’t back down even half a step when she was facing the 

terrifying enemies! 

Even though Qin Yitian had never admitted it, there was no doubt that she was protecting Chen Xiaobei! 

If not for this, she could have turned around and left, why would she fight to the death? 

Lu Yue had indeed seen through this! 

In fact, anyone with a discerning eye could see through this! 

Back in apocalypse Starfield, Qin Yitian had already fallen deeply in love with Chen Xiaobei! 

At that time, Qin Yitian had mistakenly thought that Chen Xiaobei had been killed, and her state of mind 

had changed greatly! 

After that, Qin Yitian went into seclusion to cultivate. She swore that she would avenge Chen Xiaobei at 

all costs! 

It was under such a state that Qin Yitian activated the mysterious seal in Heavenly Sword during her 

cultivation, and her cultivation began to grow rapidly! 

She cultivated for Chen Xiaobei. She grew up for Chen Xiaobei. From the beginning to the end, Chen 

Xiaobei was the only one in her heart! 

Even if there was an evil shizun, how could it affect her feelings for Chen Xiaobei? 

There was only one answer! 

Qin Yitian still had feelings for Chen Xiaobei. However, she had to listen to the Blood Moon 

Swordmaster’s orders because of some unspeakable difficulties! 

At this moment, Qin Yitian was going to fight hundreds of enemies by herself! 

Even a blind person could see her intentions! 

“Qin Yitian! You’re indeed a mole! Mr. Lu Yue’s eyes were indeed sharp! I’ve already seen through your 

true colors!” 

Lou Yuhong held the Amethyst Moonbeam sword in his hand and had already come close. He suddenly 

waved his sword.”Now, let me help Mr. Lu Yue kill you, the mole!” 

“Zi Ji! Infinite light!” 

Lou Yuhong let out a low roar, and the power of the Amethyst radiance sword was suddenly activated! 

“Woof! Buzzzzzz! Yi …” 

In the next moment, the slender dark purple sword suddenly shone with a dazzling light and burst out 

with endless purple Aurora like a storm! 



In an instant, countless purple auroras enveloped the entire world like a terrifying storm that wanted to 

obliterate all living beings in this world and even shatter the heavens and earth! 

“Blue sky!” 

At the same time, Qin Yitian activated Heavenly sword’s power! 

A large amount of spirit Qi was instantly burned out, and Heavenly Sword suddenly burst forth with a 

monstrous sword shadow Dharma image that was 10000 meters long! 

“Swish!” 

The 10,000-meter-long giant sword streaked across the sky and slashed down, creating a terrifying 

chasm in the sky! 

“BOOM! BOOM! Boom …” 

Immediately after, thousands of terrifying true core strengths burning with jade-green flames rained 

down like a meteor shower! 

Each of the green meteors contained extremely terrifying power! It was as if it was going to blast this 

part of the earth into pieces! 

“Quickly retreat!” 

The two nine-star earth-god instruments clashed. The hundreds of black-robed men were not on the 

same level at all. They retreated quickly, afraid that they would be affected by the aftermath. If they 

didn’t die, they would be seriously injured! 

“Clang! Clang! Clang …” 

In an instant, endless purple light streams and thousands of blue meteors collided in space! 

When the two unique forms of consciousness collided, a sharp and ear-piercing sword cry erupted, 

sending chills down one’s spine! 

In reality, this was a battle between the sword Qi of Heavenly Sword and Amethyst radiance sword! 

The two swords were both nine-star earth-god instruments, and they were almost equal in strength! 

However, Lou Yuhong’s own cultivation was a whole realm higher than Qin Yitian’s! 

“Heart-eating poison Dragon!” 

Lou Yuhong let out a low roar again. He held his sword in one hand, and his other hand suddenly blasted 

out an extremely powerful dark purple true essence! 

This was the poison attribute true essence Lou Yuhong specially cultivated! 

Ordinary people would be poisoned if they were slightly touched by the poison, and their bodies would 

decay quickly. In the end, they could only leave their bodies with their nascent souls and abandon their 

bodies! 



However, after the nascent soul was three-dimensional, unless he had a large success Dharmakaya to 

protect him, even if the nascent soul was not poisoned, it would be killed by Lou Yuhong’s powerful true 

essence! 

“Not good!” 

Qin Yitian’s expression changed drastically as she watched the dark purple ethereal force congregate 

into the poisonous Dragon Dharma form, charging towards her. Despair filled her heart! 

Qin Yitian’s protective true energy couldn’t withstand the terrifying poison Dragon at all! 

If his protective true energy was shattered, Qin Yitian would be poisoned immediately. He would have 

to abandon his physical body, and his nascent soul would not be able to escape! 

If Lou Yuhong made another move, he would be able to annihilate Qin Yitian’s nascent soul! 

In this battle, he would die no matter what! 

Despair! 

The most complete despair! 

Qin Yitian had thought that she could stay behind and help Chen Xiaobei escape when Zheng Lun and 

Lou Yuhong were on the move! 

However, it seemed that Qin Yitian’s presence was completely useless! 

The enemy was too powerful! 

“Swish!” 

However, at this moment of life and death, a blood-red shadow suddenly crossed the void! 

what … What’s that?! Lou Yuhong was stunned for a moment, and his pupils contracted involuntarily, ” 

“What a powerful might! Qin Yitian has a powerful master protecting her!” 

“It’s him! He’s here!” 

Zheng Lun was even more shocked, his scalp going numb. “Didn’t we make an appointment to meet at 

midnight? Why did he come early?” 


